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Abstract 
Arnold, D. and M. Dugas, Block rigid almost completely decomposable groups and lattices 
over multiple pullback rings, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 87 (1993) 105-121. 
Category equivalences from subgroups of finite index in finite direct sums of torsion-free 
abelian groups of rank 1 to finitely generated lattices over special multiple pullback rings are 
given. Various examples demonstrate the relevance of representations of finite partially ordered 
sets over factor rings of the integers to both subjects. 
Introduction 
Levy classifies lattices over certain Dedekind-like rings in [14]. Various 
pathological direct sum decompositions of lattices are constructed. These con- 
structions are translated to classical examples of non-uniqueness of direct sum 
decompositions of acd groups (subgroups of finite index in a finite direct sum of 
rank-l torsion-free abelian groups) in [3]. The Dedekind-like rings occurring in 
this translation are endomorphism rings of acd groups. However, Levy’s classifica- 
tions of finitely generated modules over Dedekind-like rings [14,15] are not 
generally applicable to acd groups as endomorphism rings of acd groups are rarely 
Dedekind-like (Section 1). 
In this paper, we give category equivalences from block rigid acd groups to 
lattices over multiple pullback rings (Theorem 1.3). This explains the similarity in 
the development of these heretofore unrelated subjects as surveyed in [3]. Block 
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rigid acd groups are functorially related to representations of finite posets over 
subrings of Q or factor rings of Z [4,5], as summarized in Theorem 1.4. 
Consequently, explicit examples of indecomposable lattices can be easily con- 
structed from associated indecomposable Zlp’Z- representations (Example 1.7). 
A rigid system of subgroups can be studied in terms of ‘matrix problems’, as 
illustrated in Theorem 2.1. Matrix problems of this kind have also arisen in Levy’s 
classification of finitely generated modules over Dedekind-like rings [ll]. How- 
ever, these problems are for matrices over a field while ours are for Z/p2Z. 
Conversely, the theory of lattices over multiple pullback rings is now available 
for block rigid acd groups. In particular, indecomposable acd groups can be 
constructed via a theorem in [8] classifying those n-ads R such that R-lattices have 
finite representation type (Corollary 1.5). 
A special class of block rigid acd groups, called uniform, arises naturally in the 
context of associated representations (see Section 2). Uniform rigid acd groups 
are classified, up to near-isomorphism, by invariants in [9]. This provides a 
classification of the associated R-lattices up to genus class [3]. Included in Section 
2 is the anomaly that, for II = 3 and j = 2, block rigid acd groups have infinite 
representation type while the uniform ones have finite representation type 
(Theorem 2.1). 
1. Block rigid groups and lattices over multiple pullback rings 
In this paper, we restrict attention to multiple pullback rings and acd groups 
defined in terms of a single integer prime, in contrast to the construction in [14] of 
Dedekind-like rings requiring a finite set of primes. As discussed in [5], this is not 
a serious restriction; in fact, this case is sufficient for classification of block rigid 
acd groups up to near-isomorphism or classification of lattices over an n-ad up to 
genus class. 
Let nr2 be an integer and fix a primep and {AI,...,A,}, a set of rigid 
subgroups of Q (Hom(A ;, Aj) = 0 whenever i # j) with each A, containing 1 but 
1 /p @A, for each i. For j 2 1, define a group G=G(n, j)=(A,@*-. 
C3 A,) + Z((1,. . . ,1)/p’), a subgroup of Q”. A routine calculation shows that 
each AI is pure and fully invariant in G. Define R# = R, X. .. X R,, = 
End(A,@...@A.), where R, = End(A,) is the endomorphism ring of A,. 
Restriction to the fully invariant subgroup A, CD. . . CD A,, embeds End(G) in R#. 
Henceforth, regard End(G) as a subring of R# = End(A , ‘63. . . @ A,,) and iden- 
tify each R,lpiRi with Zlp’Z, noting that p is a prime of each R, by the choice of 
Ai. 
Define R = R(n, j) = {(r,, . . . , r,) E R#: r, = . . . = r, (mod p’)} a subring of 
R*. Then R = {(x, y) E R# x R#: f(x) = g(y)} is the pullback off and g, where 
f,g : R#-+ (Z/P~Z)“~~ with f(r,, . . , rn) = (r, +p’R,, . . . , Y,_, +p’R,_,) and 
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g(r, > . . . > rn)=(r2+p’R*,..., r,, + p’R,). If S = End(A,) for each i, then R# = 
S”. In this case, R is called an n-ad over S. In particular, R is an S-order and R# is 
a maximal S-order in QR = Q”. It is not difficult to show that R(n, j) is a 
Dedekind-like ring if and only if n = 2 and j = 1. This uses the fact that if R is 
Dedekind-like, then R#/R is a cyclic R-module [15, Lemma 1.11. 
The type of a rank-l torsion-free abelian group is its isomorphism class. Note 
that each rank-l group is isomorphic to a subgroup of Q. The set of types is a 
lattice with meet{type X, type Y} = type X n Y and join{type X, type Y} = 
type X + Y, where X and Y are subgroups of Q. Given a torsion-free abelian 
group H of finite rank and a type 7, define 
H(r) = c {X: X pure rank-l subgroup of H, type X 2 T} . 
Then H(T) is a pure fully invariant subgroup of H [2]. In particular, if G = 
G(n ,j), then G(T,) = A,, where type A, = 7,. Define C, = H(T,) + . . . + H(T,), a 
fully invariant subgroup of H. 
Call H a block rigid acd group (relative to the fixed groups A 1, . . , A,l) if 
C, = H(T,) ‘33. . . CI3 H(T,,), H/C, is finite, and each H(T~) = A:“’ for some r(i) 
( q . 1 t ‘n h’ e mva en 1 t IS case to each pure rank-l subgroup of H(T,) having type T,). A 
block rigid acd group is called rigid if each r(i) = 1. A finite rank torsion-free 
abelian group H is a block rigid acd group if and only if H contains a group 
C ^- A;“‘@. . . @ A;‘“’ as a subgroup of finite index. In this case, C, is the unique 
such C with (H/C] minimal. 
Let C(n, j) denote the category of block rigid acd groups such that H/C, is 
p’-bounded. For example, the fixed group G = G(n, j) E C(n, j) is rigid since 
C,=A,@.. . ‘63 A,. Groups in C(n, j) are prototypical block rigid acd groups. 
This is because if H is block rigid acd and H’IC, is the p-component of HIC,, 
then H’ E C(n, j) for some n and j. 
The connection between endomorphism rings of indecomposable rigid acd 
groups and multiple pullback rings is given by the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.1. If H E C(n, j) is indecomposable rigid, then R(n, j) is contained in 
End(H) and End(H) is contained in R(n, 1). In particular, End(G(n, j)) = 
R(n. j). 
Proof. Write H=C,+Z(y,/p’)+...+Z(y,lp’) with each yi~C,= 
A,@*. . G3 An, { y, lp’ + C,, . . . , y,Ip’ + C,} a minimal set of Z /p/Z-generators 
for H/C,,, and order( y,lp’ + C,) 2 . . . 2 order( y,Ip’ + C,). Then each element 
x of R(n, j) induces an endomorphism of H, noting that x( y,Ip’) E H for each i 
by the definition of R(n, j). 
It remains to prove that E(H) is contained in R(n, 1). Up to isomorphism, 
HIC, can be represented as the row space of an r x II Zlp’Z-matrix 
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l 
1, Ml, . . . M,,m M l,m+l 
0 pry . . . pe%42,m pe(l)+f2 m+l 
M= : . . 
*: r 
> 
i, 0 . :. p’c”“l,,, p$f,,, m+l 
where M, denotes a matrix, 0 is a matrix of all zeros, each Ii is an y(i) x r(i) 
identity matrix with ~(1) + . . * + r(m) = r, r(i) 2 0, and 15 e(1) < * . . < e(m) 5 
j - 1. To see this, identify each A,Ip’A i with Zip’Z and form a Zlp’Z-matrix M’ 
with rows the coefficients of the (y,lp’ + C,)‘s in H/C,. Now row reduce M’ 
with invertible row operations over Zip’Z and column interchanges (correspond- 
ing to a permutation of the summands of C,) to get M. For example, begin with 
an element in M’ of least p-height and multiply its row by a unit of Zlp’Z to set 
that element to a power of p. Use row operations to set all other entries in its 
column to 0. Then use row and column interchanges to put this power of p in the 
upper left-hand corner. Repeating this procedure eventually gives M as specified. 
Note that M is upper triangular, since an element cannot be used to set an 
element of lesser p-height to 0 via an invertible Zip’Z-row operation. 
Write M = (m,j) and yi = (m,, , . . . , mjn) E (Zlp’Z)” for the ith row of the r x n 
matrix M. 
Define n+ = {1,2,. . . , n} and a relation L from nf to rf by t L i for t E Nf 
and i E Y+ if and only if m,, # 0. Since H is indecomposable, it follows that each 
pair of elements of y1+ is connected by a sequence of elements in the relation L. 
Otherwise the y,‘s corresponding to a connected component generate a summand 
of H [9]. 
Restriction to C, embeds End(H) in End(C,) = R# = R, X . * . X R,. Let 
f=(sl,... , s,,) E End(H) with each s, E R,. Then f( y,) is a Zlp’Z-linear combi- 
nation of y,, . . . , y,, the rows of the upper triangular matrix M. An examination 
of the coordinates of f(y,), beginning from the left, yields sr = s, (mod p) 
whenever t e r and m,, # 0 E Z Ip’Z. This is the first step of an induction which we 
now describe. 
For 15 i 5 r, let Lj denote the full subrelation of L from IZ+ to {i, i + 1, . . , r}. 
It suffices to prove that s, = s,. (mod p) whenever the points t and t’ are connected 
in L,,fori=r,..., 1. This is because L, = L is connected. The above paragraph 
shows that s, = s,, (mod p) whenever the points t and t’ are connected in L,. 
Assume, by way of induction that s, = s,. (mod p), whenever the points t and t’ 
are connected in L, + ,. A routine computation in modular arithmetic, similar to 
that of the preceding paragraph, shows that s, = s,. (mod p) whenever t and t’ are 
connected in Li. 
The last statement follows from the observation that if G = G(n, i), then G/C, 
is generated by y/p’+ C, and so M has just one row y, = (l,l,. . . ,l). 0 
An H E C(n, j) has, in general, endomorphism ring a subring of finite index in 
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a product of matrix rings over R,. However, H is in a category of groups defined 
in terms of G = G(n, j). Define %(G) to be the category of finite rank torsion- 
free abelian groups H such that H is isomorphic to a subgroup of Gk for some k 
and S,(H) = H, where S,(H) is the subgroup of H generated by 
{f(G): f E Hom(G, H)}. Note that S,(H) = H if and only if evaluation 
Hom(G, H) @L(G) G+ H is onto, viewing G as a left E(G)-module and 
Hom(G, H) as a right E(G)-module. 
Lemma 1.2. %(G(n, j)) = C(n, j). 
Proof. Given G = G(n, j) and HE V(G) there is an embedding O+ H+ Gk for 
some k. Thus, for each i, O+ H(T,) + Go is exact. It follows that H(T,) is 
isomorphic to a finite direct sum of copies of A, [2, Corollary 5.121. Moveover, 
O+ C,+ CGk = Go @ * . * @ G(T,,)~ is exact, whence C, + H(T,) @3. . . Cl3 H(T,) 
is a subgroup of H. Since S,(H) = H, there is an epimorphism G’+ H+O. 
Notice that t can be chosen to be finite since End(G) = R(n, j) a Noetherian ring 
implies that Hom(G, H), a submodule of End(G)k, is a finitely generated 
End(G)-module. Then H/C, is finite and PI-bounded in view of the epimorphism 
(Z/&Z)’ = (G/C,)’ + H/C,+ 0. This shows that HE C(n, j). 
Conversely, let HE C(n, j). Then H =p’H is contained in C,. Furthermore, 
C, is isomorphic to a subgroup of C,, for s the maximum of the ranks of the 
H(r,)‘s. In particular, H is isomorphic to a subgroup of G”. To see that 
S,(H) = H, first observe that for each i, GI({Aj: j# i}), is isomorphic to Aj. 
Hence, for some t, there is an epimorphism G’+ C,--+O. Now write 
H= C,+Zy,lp’+... + Zy,lp’ with each y, E C, obtained by choosing repre- 
sentatives of a minimal set of generators of H/C,. Multiplying the yi’s by integers 
prime to p gives another generating set for the finite p-group H/C,. 
In particular, for each i, yi may be chosen to guarantee a map f, : C, + C, with 
f*(l, 1,. . . 3 l)=yj. This is because C,=A,@..*$A,,, ~,=H(T,)@...@ 
H(T,) with each H(T,) a finite direct sum of copies of Ai, and H/C, is a finite 
p-group. Thus, each f, lifts to a map $ : G -+ H with h(y) = y,. Consequently, 
there is an epimorphism Gf+r+ H+ 0, as desired. 0 
Define ZR to be the category of R-lattices, those finitely generated R-modules 
that are R-submodules of finitely generated free R-modules. An acd group H is 
completely decomposable if H = H, fI3. . ’ @H, with each Hi isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Q. 
Given an n-ad R over S, two R-lattices it4 and N are in the same genus class if 
% = N, for each prime p of S. Two acd groups H and H’ are nearly isomorphic if 
for each prime p of Z, there is a monomorphismf : H+ H’ such that 1 H’/f(H)I is 
finite and relatively prime to p [13]. These two notions are distinct for groups that 
are not finitely generated over Z; for example if H = Z and H’ is the subgroup of 
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Q generated by {l/p: p prime}, then H and H’ are in the same Z-genus class but 
not nearly isomorphic. Near isomorphism and genera are treated simultaneously 
for torsion-free modules of finite rank over a Dedekind subring of an algebraic 
number field in [l]. 
Theorem 1.3. If G = G(n, j) and R = R(n, j), then Y(G) and 2, are categorical- 
ly equivalent with completely decomposable groups corresponding to R#-modules. 
Moreover, near-isomorphism classes of acd groups correspond to genera of 
R-lattices in case R is an n-ad. 
Proof. Let t(A) denote the torsion subgroup of an abelian group A. Then 
H = Hom(G, -) : S(G)+ 2ZR and 
U=(-@,G)lt(-@‘,G):2?~+‘%(G) 
are functors with UH naturally equivalent to the identity functor on S(G) [6, 
Theorem 3.11, observing that R = E(G) and Q NE R = Q” is semi-simple. 
Note that Hom(G, Ai) =p’R, =p’End(Ai). To see this, recall that 
G=(A,B.. .@A,,)+Z(l,..., 1)/p’ with 1 E Ai but 1 /p$F’A; for each i. Thus, 
piEnd embeds in Hom(G, A,). Conversely, if f : G+ A,, then f(Aj) = 0 for 
each j# i since {A,, . . . , A,} is rigid. Thus, f(A, + 27(1/p’)) is contained in Aj, 
whence f E p’End(A,). This shows that completely decomposables in V(G) 
correspond to R#-modules. 
Conversely, it suffices to prove that the natural map 0, : M+ HU(M) given by 
0(m)(x) = m C3 x + t(M C!XJ~ G) is an isomorphism for M E _YR. First assume that 
M=Rj is a free R,-module. Then U(M) = A;. This is because 
f : RiBR G+ RiG = A, + Z(l/p’) induced by f(r, 8.x) = rix is onto. Further- 
more, if g : R,G+ Rj @‘R G with g(x) = 1 @p’x, then gf = p’, noting that p’R, is 
contained in R and p’R,G is contained in G. Consequently, ker f is torsion and 
bounded by p’. Hence, U(R,) = RjG = A,, since RiG is torsion free, and so 
U(M) = A’. Also 0: M + HU(M) is an isomorphism, in this case, following from 
the naturality of 0 and the fact that 0 : R,+ HU(R,) = H(R,G) is an iso- 
morphism. 
In general, let M E ZR. Then p’R#M = p’R,M CB. . . @p’R, M is contained in 
M and M is contained in R#M = R, M (3. . . CD R,M with each p’R,M and R,M a 
free R,-module, being finitely generated torsion free over the principal ideal 
domain Ri. Furthermore, MIp’R’M is finite and p’-bounded, recalling that p’R’ 
is contained in R with RIpiRe = Llp’L. Let rr : M+ R,M be a projection with 
ker rr the purification of p’R,M CD. . . @p’R,M in M. Without loss of generality 
we assume r # 0. Then 0 : ker rr+ HU(ker n) is an isomorphism by induction on 
the Z-rank of M, since ker rr E ZR has rank M. Moreover, 
0 : image n+HU(image r) is also an isomorphism, as noted above, since 
image n is a free R,-module. 
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It suffices to show O+ U(ker r)+ U(M) + U(image r) + 0 is exact, in which 
case O+ HU(ker r)+ HU(M) -+ HU(image V) is exact. The naturality of 0 and 
an application of the five-lemma then shows that 0 : M+ HU(M) is an iso- 
morphism, as desired. 
First note that U(n) : U(M)+ U(image r) + 0 is exact, since the functor 
- @‘R G is right exact. Moreover, the sequence O+ Q 6QZ U( ker n-) + 
Cl? @z U(M) -+ Q @z U( image rr) --+ 0 is exact, since Q@, U(M) = QM@,, QG, 
QR is a semi-simple finite-dimensional Q-algebra, and so QG is a flat QR- 
module, being finitely generated projective. Hence, the sequence O+ U(ker rr)+ 
U(M) is exact, noting that U(ker r) and U(M) are torsion free, hence 
embeddable in Q@, U(ker rr), respectively Q@, U(M). 
It remains to prove that rr 63 1 : t(M QR G)+ t((image rr) @‘R G) is onto; in 
which case (ker rr) gR G + A4 8~~ G + (image r) BR G + 0 exact implies that 
ker U( rr) = ((ker rr) BR G + t(M @‘R G)) it(M @.R G) = U(ker r) , 
as desired. 
To this end, we show t(R, ~23~ G) = KIp’K, where w : G-+ QA, is projection 
into the first coordinate of QG = QA, @3. ’ . @ QA n and K = ker CT. Observe that 
C(G) = A, + Z(llp’) = R,G and t(R, BR G) = ker(R, @.R G+ RIG), as noted 
above. In fact, Y~X = Y~(T(x) for each Y, E R,, x E G. Define h : Kl 
p/K--+ t(R, gK G) by h(x + p’K) = 163~ for x E K. The map h is well defined 
since h(p’x) = lRcl) @p’x = lRC,) @p’l,,,,x = lKC1) 630 = 0 E R, BR G for x E K, 
recalling that K is contained in QA 2 CI3. . . $ QA,,, p’R, is contained in R, and 
R,A,=O for 25i~n. Moreover, h is l-l since if h(x+p’K)=l.,,,@x=OE 
t(R, ‘23~~ G), then x EP’G fl K = plK. This can be seen by writing lRC,) 63.~ in 
terms of the zero relations of R, @JR G and observing that R, fl R = p’R,. Finally, 
h is onto since if 
with s,i = R,, x, E A,, and z E Z, then we may suppose that each sil E Z. This is 
because R, is a subring of Q, l/p @R,, and multiplication by integers prime to p 
is an automorphism of the p-group t(R, gK G). Therefore, 
with 
y = sllxl + sZ1x2 + . . + s,,x, + ~s,+~,~y/p~ E K 
h(y +pik)=~{1,c,,C3sil~,: 1~i~t-z) + lR~,,@ss,+,,,zy/p’= w. 
Write image r= R,u,03~~~03R,u,,, a free R, -module. From the preceding 
paragraph, (K/P’K)~ -+ t((image r) C3’R G) given by 
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is an isomorphism. For each i, choose mj E M with rr(mi) = ui. Then for 
X, E K, m, @I xi E t(M @‘R G), aspi(mi @ xI) = pjmll,(,, @J xi = m, @pilR(,~xi = 
mj 80 = 0. This shows that z-0 1 : t(M gR G)+ t((image r) BR G) is onto, as 
desired. 
Finally, two finite rank torsion-free groups A and B are nearly isomorphic if 
and only if A” = B” for some positive integer m [2, Theorem 13.91. Since H is 
additive and two R-lattices M and N are in the same genus class if and only if 
M” = N” for some m in case R is an n-ad over S [lo], it follows that near- 
isomorphism classes are sent to genera. 0 
Let S be a ring and %ep,(S) denote the category of S-representations of 
the poset of n pairwise incomparable elements. Objects of ?&zp,(S) are 
(U, U, , . . . , U,) with U a finitely generated free S-module and each U, a 
submodule of U. Morphisms are S-module morphisms f : U+ U’ with f(U,) 
contained in U,! for each i. Otherwise said, elements of P&p,(S) are finitely 
generated free S-modules with n distinguished submodules. The category %zep,(S) 
is additive with finite direct sums given by (U, U,) @(U’, Vi ) = (U @ U’, 
U,@ u;>. 
Theorem 1.4. (a) [5] There is a functor F : C(n, j) + %?2ep,+ l(Z lp’Z) given by 
F(H) = (C,Ip’C,, (H(r,) + p’C,)lp’C,, . . . , p’H/p’Cn). Moreover, H and H’ 
are nearly isomorphic if and only if F(H) = F(H’) and H is indecomposable if 
and only if F(H) is indecomposable. Image F consists of all representations of the 
form (U,U,,...,U,,U,,+,) with U=U,@...@U,, and U,,+,nU,=O for each 
llian. 
(b) [4] If R is an n-ad over a subring S of Q, then there is a full embedding 
F : C(n, j)+ %ep,(S). Moreover, image F consists of representations 
(U,U1,..., U,,), with U, @.. . $ U,, contained in U, UI(U, @. . * 63 U,) finite and 
p’-bounded, and each U, a summand of U. El 
The following corollary classifies those n-ads R = R(n, j) such that ZR hasJinite 
representation type, i.e. there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of 
indecomposables in ZR. This result was communicated to the authors by Lee 
Klingler and Jeremy Haefner. 
Corollary 1.5. Let R = R(n, j) and assume that R is an n-ad over S. Then 9R has 
finite representation type if and only if n = 2 or else n = 3 and j = 1. 
Proof. Note that R is an S-order in Q” and that R is contained in R#, a maximal 
S-order, as S is a principal ideal domain. Then 5?R has finite representation type if 
and only if R’IR is R-generated by 52 elements and the radical of R#lR is 
R-cyclic [8, Theorem 33.141. A routine calculation shows that this is equivalent to 
n = 2 or n = 3 and j = 1, observing that R#IR = (Zlp’Z)“-‘. 0 
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In view of Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.5, it follows that C(n, j) has finite 
representation type if and only if n = 2 or else n = 3 and j = 1 provided that the 
End(A;)‘s are isomorphic. Except for the case n = 3 and j 12, this is proven 
(independently without the condition that the End(A,)‘s are isomorphic) in [5]. 
The case rz = 3 and j 2 2 for acd groups is covered in (c) of the following corollary. 
Indecomposables in C(n, j) are constructed via representations. This corollary, 
together with Theorem 1.3, may be viewed as a mild generalization of Corollary 
1.5, since R need not be an n-ad. 
Corollary 1.6. (a) [5] Zf n = 2 or else n = 3 and j = 1, then C(n, j) has finite 
representation type. In each case, an indecomposable H has rank sn. 
(b) [51 If P-1 and n 24, then there are indecomposables in C(n, j) of 
arbitrarily large finite rank. 
(c) Zf n = 3 and j 2 2, then there are indecomposables in C(n, j) of arbitrarily 
large finite Z-rank. 
Proof. (a) As observed in [5], each indecomposable in C(2, j) is isomorphic to 
A,,A,orA,=(A,$A,)+Z(l,cr)lp’forl~i~jandaninteger(~relatively 
prime to p with 1 I LY 5 pi - 1. Number-theoretic criteria for an A, to be 
isomorphic to an A, are given in [9]. The case n = 3 and j = 1 is given in [5, 
Corollary 3.31. The proof consists of examining the complete list of indecompos- 
ables in 9+,(k) for the field k = Z/pi? given in [7] to see that the only 
indecomposable representations satisfying Theorem 1.4(a) have rank 53. 
(b) This is proved in [5, Corollary 2.61 by constructing indecomposable repre- 
sentations and applying Theorem 1.4(a). 
(c) In view of Theorem 1.4, it is sufficient to find an indecomposable (U, U, , 
U,,U,,U,)E~~~(Zlp’Z)withU=U,$U,$U,andU,nU,=Oforeachi~3. 
Let m 11 and define a Z lp’Z-matrix 
(1.1) 
where I denotes an m x m identity matrix and A is an m X m Jordan matrix with 
a common unit A # 1 of Zlp’Z on the diagonal, l’s on the superdiagonal, and O’s 
elsewhere. Define a representation V= (U, U,, U,, U,, U,) E %!ep,(Z lp’Z) with 
U, the row space of M, U = U, G9 U, G9 U,, and U, = (Zlp’Z)” with a standard 
basis corresponding to the ith group of m columns of M. 
To see that V is indecomposable let f = (f, fi, f2, f3, f4) be an idempotent 
representation endomorphism of V, where fi = flu(r) is an idempotent endo- 
morphism of U(i). A straightforward computation shows that f, = fi = f3 (mod p) 
and f3A = Af, (mod p), using the fact that an arbitrary element of U, is of the 
form (x, x + py, xA + py) E U, El9 U, @ U, for x, y E (Z/P’Z)~. Since A is an 
indecomposable Jordan matrix mod p, it follows that f, = 0 or 1 (mod p). Conse- 
quently, f = 0 or 1 so that V is an indecomposable representation, as desired. 0 
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Remark. There is a complete list of posets A and values of j such that 9?.epA(Z / 
p’Z) has finite representation type in [16]. In particular, 9?~~(Zlp’Z) has finite 
representation type if and only if II = 3 and j = 1 or else n = 2 and j 5 2. This does 
not apply directly to C(n, j), however, since not every representation in %!q,(Z / 
p’Z) is associated to a group in C(n, j) via Theorem 1.4(a). 
In the following example, we explicitly construct indecomposables of arbitrarily 
large rank in C(3, p’) and ZR(3,j) for j 2 2 from the indecomposable representa- 
tions given in the proof of Corollary 1.6(c). Included is a prototypical construction 
of Hom(G, H) for G = G(n, j) and HE C(n, j). 
Example 1.7. Let m 2 1, j 2 2, and y, , . . . , yzm E Z3’n be coset representatives of 
the rows of the matrix M (1.1). 
(a) H = AT @AT @ A: + Z( y,lp’) + . +. + Z( y,,/p’) E C(3, j) is indecom- 
posable. 
(b) N = pjRy @p’RT @p’Ry + R( y,) + . . . + R( yzm) E LZR is indecompos- 
able, where R = R(3, j). 
Proof. (a) is a consequence of Theorem 1.4(a). (b) follows from (a) and Theorem 
1.3, observing that Hom(G, H) = N for G = G(3, j) = A, @A, @ A, + 
Z(l,l,. . . ,1)/p’. 0 
2. The ‘uniform’ case 
An H in C(n, p’) is uniform if H/C, is a free Zlp’Z-module. Equivalently, the 
representation in Pi??, + 1 (Z lp’Z) is of the form given in Theorem 1.4(a) with the 
added proviso that U,,, , is also a free Z/p/Z-module. 
Recall from Corollary 1.6 that C(3, p) has finite representation type while 
C(3, p’) has infinite representation type for j 2 2. Restricting to uniform groups, 
however, yields the following: 
Theorem 2.1. The uniform groups in C(3, p’) have finite representation type. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1.4(a), it is sufficient to show that if V= (U, U,, U,, 
u,, U,> E gep,(zlp*Z) . 1s indecomposable with U = U, @ U, 6? U, a free Z lp*Z- 
module of rank d, U, a free Zlp’Z-module of rank r, and U, II U, = 0 for each 
1~ i 5 3, then d 5 m for some fixed m (in fact m = 9, see the following remark). 
Write U, = (Z lp2Z)d’i’ for 1~ i I 3 with d = d(1) + d(2) + d(3) and represent U, 
as the row space of an r x d Zlp*Z-matrix M = (A, B, C). The rows of M are a 
basis of U, with A, B, C corresponding to coefficients of the basis elements of U,, 
U,, and U,, respectively. 
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Up to isomorphism, V is preserved by the following operations: 
(1) An elementary invertible Z/p2Z-row operation on M; corresponding to a 
basis change of U,. 
(2) An elementary invertible Zlp*Z-column operation within A, B, or C; 
corresponding to a basis change of U,, U,, or U,, respectively. Column oper- 
ations between the blocks A, B and C are now allowed. 
Write M = M' if M' can be obtained from M by a sequence of operations (1) 
and (2). If X is a Zlp2Z-matrix, then X is equivalent, with respect to elementary 
invertible row and column operations, to 
I 0 0 
X’ = 0 pI 0 ) 
i i 0 0 0 
(2.1) 
where I denotes a minimal identity matrix (possible empty) and 0 denotes a 
matrix of all zeros (possibly empty). Since the row space of M is a free 
Llp’Z-module and U, f' U, = 0 for each 15 i 5 3, each row of M must contain 
units of ZIlp’Z in at least two of A, B, or C. This fact will be used repeatedly, 
being the key to the distinction between the uniform and non-uniform cases. 
Henceforth, row and column operations on M refer to elementary invertible ones. 
A sequence of operations (1) and (2) yield M = M', where 
II 0 0 0 IO 00 
OIOO 0 pz 0 0 
M'=(A',B',C')= 0 0 I 0 0000 C'. 
0 0 0 pl 00 IO 
\o 0 0 0 0 0 oz I 
To see this, reduce A to A' as in (2.1), observing that M' has no column of all 
O’s; otherwise V has a rank-l summand determined by that column. Subdivide the 
resulting B-column block into row blocks B,, B,, B, corresponding to the row 
blocks A, = (Z,O), A, = (0, pl), and A, = (0,O) of A', respectively. By (2.1) and 
a transposition of columns, B, = Bi = (0, 0, 0, I), recalling that each row must 
contain a unit in two of the A, B, C blocks. Similarly, B, = B; = (0, 0, I, 0), since 
for each row operation on M of B, rows, there are column operations restoring 
A, ( pZ is a square matrix) and that row operations on M from Bi rows to Bi rows 
set the rightmost column block of B, to 0. Finally, apply (2.1) to B,, once again 
observing that A, can be restored by column operations. 
An analogous argument on the rows of C’, beginning from the bottom, using 
the fact that each row contains units in at least two of A', B', or C’, and using only 
those row operations for which both A' and B' can be restored by column 
operations (2) yields M = M', where 
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iz 0 0 0 Z 0 0 0 0 0 D,, 
ozo 0 0 PZ 0 0 G,, FIP D,, 
M’=(A’,B’,C’)= 0 0 Z 0 0 0 0 0 G,, F,, D,, 
0 0 0 pz oozo 0 z 0 
000 0 oooz z 0 0 
(2.2) 
Here, for example, the subscript lp is a reminder that there is a 1 in the A’ block 
and a p in the B’ block for each lp-row. Notice that the G,, or G,, block cannot 
be cleared by the last row block of C’ since the B’ block cannot be restored by 
column operations in this case. 
We next reduce 
where each lp-row and each lo-row of CA must contain a unit, by using the 
following operations (3)-(9). The operations (6)-(9) are symbolized by arrows. 
For each of these operations, a sequence of operations (1) and (2) can be used to 
restore A’, B’, and the lower two row blocks of C’ to their original forms, 
recalling that p* = 0. 
(3) A column operation within each G, F, or D (restoring the last two rows of 
C’ by row operations and A’ and B ’ by column operations). 
(4) Set the upper two left blocks of C” to 0 (using the last two row blocks of C’ 
and restoring A’ and B ’ by column operations). 
(5) A row operation within each 11, lp, or lo-row block. 
(6) Add a multiple of a lo-row to a lp or 11-row or a multiple of a lp-row to a 
11-row. 
(7) Add a p-multiple of a ll-row to a lp-row or a p-multiple of a lp row to a 
lo-row. 
(8) Add a multiple of a D-column to an F or G-column. 
(9) Add a multiple of an F-column to a G-column and a p-multiple of a 
G-column to an F-column. 
To begin, assume that there is a unit u in D,,. Clearing the row and column of 
u in C” gives a rank-2 summand of V of the form (1, 0,l) (entries from blocks A, 
B, C respectively) as can be seen from (2.2). Now assume D,, contains no units, 
hence equivalent via (2.1) to (“,’ i). In fact, D,, = (pZ 0), otherwise a lo-row 
with all O’s in D,, has a unit in either F,, or G,,. If this row has a unit in Flo, 
clearing its column in CA, its row in CA, and (2.2) shows that, (after restoring the 
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bottom two row blocks of C’, A’, and B’) V has a rank-4 summand of the form 
( $‘, y : ). Now suppose this row has no units in F,, and a unit in G,,. A similar 
argument, using (9) to clear the row to the right of this unit produces a rank-3 
summand of V of the form ( ,?, y : ). 
We now have: 
We next show that C” may be assumed to be of the form 
I O 0 E 0 
i 
G IPP F,,, 0 PI 
G IPO F,,,, 0 0 
G,,, F,o PZ 0 
by using (l)-(9) d an assuring that previous reductions can be restored. 
Write the D-column of C” as 
D 41, 110 
i i 
D D1PP lP0 
PI 0 
reduce D,,, to the form given in (2.1), look for a lp-row with a unit in D,,,, 
clear its row and column, and find a summand of the form (1, p, 1). Thus, D,,, 
may be assumed to have no units, hence -( “, ‘:). Next show that D,, = 
(D,,, DIP,) = (i “, i) by using pZ to guarantee D,,, has only units or 0. If there 
is a unit, clear its row in D,,,, restore the last row block ( pZ 0), and eliminate an 
entry of pZ, contradicting its minimality. A similar, but lengthier, argument 
subdividing D, 1 yields D, 1 = (E 0), otherwise V has a summand of the form 
(1 1 l), (0 0 l), (1 lo), or (1 1 p) or else the minimality of a pZ can be denied. 
This gives a CA of the desired form. 
In view of the above form of C”, M = M’, where 
zoo0 0 ZOO0 0 OEO 
0100 0 0 PZ 0 0 G,,, F,,, 0 PZ 
M’=(A’, B’, C’)= ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ 0 0 PZ 0 G,,, F,,, 0 0 
ooozo 0 0 0 0 G,, F,, pZ 0 
0 0 0 0 pz oozo 0 zoo 
0000 0 oooz z 000 i 
(2.3) 
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Notice that the presence of E and pl is the same column reflects that adding a p 
multiple of a ll-row to a lo-row is not allowed by the arrows of C”. Use the last 
two columns of M’ and (3), to assume that each entry of 
is a unit or 0 and each row of H contains a unit. Also, in view of the first row 
block of C’, together with operation (3), each element of E is either a unit or 0. 
In particular, H and E may be reduced with operations over the field ZlpZ. 
Reduce H using the following Z/pi?-operations, indicated by the above arrows, 
all of which can be shown to allow restoration of the forms given so far: column 
operations within the F and G columns and from the F-column to the G-column 
and row operations within the lpp, 1~0, or 10 rows, form the 10 rows to the 
lpp-rows, and from the IpO-rows to the lpp-rows. A routine reduction, using 
these operations, yields H I- 











(0 z 0 0 0 0 000000 
An inspection of M’ in (2.3) now shows that if one of columns 3, 5, 6, 10, 11, 
or 12 of H is non-empty, then V has a summand of rank 16. Now suppose that 
these columns are empty, whence rows 1, 2, 3 and 6 are also empty. In particular, 
(G1pp’F 
,pp, 0, pl) is empty. Permuting rows 8, 9 and 10 of H shows that 
is of the form 
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‘0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 Ed Es’ 
0 0 I IO 0 
0 0 0 oz 0 0 
z 0 0 00 0 
0 0 0 0 0 z PZ 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 z 0 0 0 pz 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 z 0 0 0 pz 0 0 
z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pz 0 
\o z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pz/ 
(2.4) 
Operations on E = (E, E, E, E, Es) permitting restoration of the form of M’ 
to date are row operations, column operations within each Ej and column 
operations from block Ei to block E, whenever i 5 j in the poset: 5 5 4 2 3 2 2 2 1. 
Recalling that each element of E is a unit or 0, E is a ZlpZ-representation of this 
poset. It follows that E = 
‘I,, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 z, 
0 I,,, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00 z2,0 0 0 0 0 0 zs, 0 
0 0 0 z,,, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 z,, 0 0 0 I,, 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 z,, 0 0 0 0 0 \E 00 00 z R 0 0 0 0 
zsooo 
I (2.5) 
observing that if E has a column of O’s, then V has a summand of rank ~9. 
Combining (2.5), (2.4), and (2.3) now readily shows that the rank of an 
indecomposable V is bounded by some m 2 9, as desired. 0 
Remark. An exhaustive examination of the ‘canonical’ form given by (2.5), (2.4), 
and (2.3) shows that the rank of an indecomposable V is ~13. Those with rank 
>9 occur with Zzo, I,, , Zzl, or I,, non-empty. In each of these cases, V can be 
shown to have a summand of rank 19 using allowable row and column oper- 
ations. Thus, the rank of each indecomposable uniform V is bounded by 9. 
Moreover, 9 is the best possible bound, as there is an indecomposable uniform V 
of rank 9. The proof, together with the ‘canonical’ form makes possible a 
complete list of uniform indecomposables up to near-isomorphism via Theorem 
1.4(a). This list has been derived by M. Mouser (Master’s Thesis, Baylor 
University, 1993). 
Theorem 2.1 is an anomaly in view of the following theorem: 
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Theorem 2.2. There are uniform indecomposables of arbitrarily large finite rank in 
C(3, j) for j 2 4. 
Proof. Let rn? 1 and V= (U, U,, U,, U,, U,), where U= U,@U,69U,, 
Vi = (L/P’Z)~“’ for 1 I i 5 3, and U, is the row space of the Zlp’Z-matrix 
/I 0 0 0 IO 00 0 0 A pl 
010 0 0 p21 0 0 I 0 pI p21 
M=OOZ 0 0 0 00 0 I p21 0 
0 0 0 p31 0 0 IO IO 0 0 
\o 0 0 0 0 0 OI OI 0 o/ 
I an m x m identity matrix and A an indecomposable m X m Jordan matrix as 
given in the proof of Corollary 1.6(c). 
To see that V is an indecomposable representation, let f = ( f, fi , f2, f3, f,) be a 
representation endomorphism with f. = f Iucrj. A direct, but lengthy, computation 
shows that, modulo p, 
for a an m x m Zlp’Z-matrix with aA = Aa (mod p). 
This can be seen by applying f to each row block of M, observing that an 
arbitrary element of the row space of M is of the form 
( Xl, x2, x3, p3x‘$; x 1, P2X2, x4, x5 ; 
x2 +x4, x3 + x5, x,A + ~2 + p2x3, PI + P$) 
for xi E (Z /p’Z)“. 
Now if f is idempotent, then each f, is idempotent. Inspection of fi or f3 shows 
that CY~ = (Y (mod p). Since A is indecomposable mod p and (YA = Aa (mod p) it 
follows that (Y = 0 or 1 (mod p). Assume, without loss of generality, that (Y = 0 
(mod p). Easy computations following from each f, idempotent show that fi = 
f, = f, = 0 (mod p). Thus, f = 0 (mod p), from which it follows that V is indecom- 
posable. Apply Theorem 1.4(a) to get an indecomposable HE C(3, j) of rank 
12m, noting that H is uniform since U, is a free Zlp’Z-module. 0 
Remark. The representation type of uniform groups in C(3,3) remains unre- 
solved, but it seems likely that it is finite. 
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